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Team Summary Page
Team 409 Aluminati is a predominantly senior team based out of Lakewood High School,
with two team members coming from Largo High School. Over the years, we have made many
changes to the team; the five senior members on the team who have been involved for all four
years include Clayton French, Marty Power, Kaylee Hoyt, Kevin Duff, and Sydney Shriver. New
members of the team this year include Madison Daigle, Erica Higginbotham and Carson Hamel,
the latter of which is the only sophomore on the team, and will carry on the team legacy when
we graduate this year.
The new programming platform introduced to the FTC competition this year presented
a challenge to our team; and as we soon realized, to many other teams as well. For our
scrimmage, we saw that most people were having difficulties with the new platform as we were:
nobody had a scoring autonomous period, and the robots were noticeably teleop-oriented.
Wanting to stray away from the path that most were taking, we decided that it would be
a better idea to tackle the autonomous and end game periods of the matches rather than put
more emphasis on tele-op. In doing so, not only would we be able to score a lot of points on
our own, but we would also be able to compensate for other teams in scoring.

Section A
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Team Biography
Marty Power
Lakewood High School Senior
Team Co-leader, Building, Design, Coach
Interests: Computers, Disney movies, Smash Bros.
Why I joined FTC: I wanted to join FTC because I’d seed
my brother participate and compete in the organization
for 3 years before I had joined. I had already learned
about and competed in robotics in middle school, and
thought that FTC would be a great way to continue that
experience.

Kaylee Hoyt
Lakewood High School Senior
Team Co-leader, Programming, Graphic Design
Interests: Programming, Graphic Design, Video Games
Why I joined FTC: I was involved in FTC through my
brother’s team when he was in high school. He
originated the team 3830, Skynet, and I became
fascinated with the idea of joining once I was able to. I
enjoy programming and this was a perfect way to
practice my skills.

Clayton French
Lakewood High School Senior
Programming, Recording, and CAD Design
Interests: Programming, Mobile Applications, Smash
Bros., and Writing
Why I joined FTC: In my freshman year, I was looking for
ways to be more involved and gain more experience in
the field of engineering. I saw that my friends were
forming a team and decided to join so that I could gain
more knowledge and experience outside of the
classroom.

Sydney Shriver
Largo High School Senior
Outreach, Videographer, Driver
Interests:
Why I joined FTC: After seeing my friends participate and
compete in FTC, I became interested in joining. After
attending a scrimmage and getting to experience the
environment, I decided to join.
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Kevin Duff
Lakewood High School Senior
Outreach, Field Help
Interests: Video games, trading card games, Pawn shop
hopping
Why I joined FTC: I joined FTC because I’d had experience
participating in robotics in middle school, specifically
working with NXT. I thought that joining FTC would be a
great next step to take in further pursuing knowledge in
engineering.

Madison Daigle
Lakewood High School Senior
Fundraising, Outreach
Interests: Video games, Marine science
Why I joined FTC: I joined FTC because I thought it
would be an interesting new experience through
which I could learn more about engineering and
robotics.

Carson Hamel
Lakewood High School Sophomore
Programming, Building, Driver
Interests: Foreign languages, soccer, programming
Why I joined FTC: I joined FTC because robots are pretty
cool and I wanted to further gain knowledge in robotics
and engineering.

Erica Higginbotham
Largo High School Senior
Building
Interests: Soccer, Engineering
Why I joined FTC: I joined FTC because I was
interested in pursuing more experience in
engineering, and I thought robotics was a perfect
activity to facilitate that.
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July 26th 2015

12:00-5:00

Tasks

Reflections

Continue working on new Android platforms
for robots

Disassemble robot

 We finished setting up the Android
environment and ordered new
electronic components so that when
they arrive we can start learning to
program the new platforms as soon as
possible
 We disassembled our old competitive
robot and started working on a testbot to use for practicing the new
programming with

Future plans:
 Apply for PTC grant
 Brainstorm ideas on outreach and fundraising: local businesses, etc.

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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August 9th, 2015

11:00-1:00

Tasks

Reflections

Work on design for new and improved cart for
the upcoming season
Creo designs

Name:

Date:

 Clayton sketched out the new design
and measurements for the different
aspects of the cart
 To finalize the design, Clayton drew
up a Creo design to use for the
building process

Initial:

5

Tuesday, October 20th, 2015

2:30-5:00

Outreach Ideas
In order to spread FTC awareness and raise money for the team, we brainstormed ideas for
outreach events that we could do as well as fundraisers we could hold or sponsors we could
search for

Outreach

Fundraising

Set up the robot outside a Publix or Sam’s
Club to show off to passersby and potentially
raise money
Create a team app and/or website that others
could use to get a better history of the team
and the FTC environment
Volunteer with Clayton’s dad’s foundation,
the Williams Syndrome Changing Lives
Foundation, to spread the word and give
exposure to special needs community

Name:

Date:



Call various businesses to ask for team
funding

Initial:
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Strategy
Overview
We used the points table on the following page to help guide us in which strategy we
should take in game to score the highest points possible; in turn, guiding what we believe the
best design to achieve these goals.
After breaking down the various portions of the game, as well as observing other teams
in competition, we noticed that there are a plethora of points to be gained from all three sections
of the competition. However, we noticed that robots who scored the majority of their points
during tele-op are designed heavily around solely scoring points, not leaving much room for
autonomous and end game scoring. As we wanted to be more flexible during matches, we decided
to put our focus into having higher scoring autonomous and end game period than tele-op.

Design Influence
Our design is centered around being able to perform a wide variety of tasks in the game
rather than focusing solely on scoring elements or climbing up the ramp. While we wanted a
versatile robot, we recognized that being able to climb the mountain was absolutely essential to
being competitive in this year’s event. As such, we designed our robot so that it would be largely
tailored to end game points, with various additions that can perform tasks in other areas of the
game to maintain versatility.
One main thing we noticed with most teams was that more often than not the bot was
either very heavy or very light, and focused on one aspect of the game. While this approach was
successful occasionally, we believe that a robot that is well equipped to carry out varying tasks
from all portions of the game is the key to having a high scoring robot.

Name:

Date:

Initial:

Task
Park in beacon repair zone
Park in floor goal
Park on mountain, touching floor
Park on low mountain
Park on mid mountain
Park on high mountain
Rescue Beacon
Climber in shelter
Debris in floor goal
Debris in low goal
Debris in mid goal
Debris in high goal
Climbers down zip line
Climbers in shelter
Park on mountain, touching floor
Park on low mountain
Park on mid mountain
Park on high mountain
Pull up
All clear signal

Game Portion
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp
End Game
End Game
End Game
End Game
End Game
End Game

Points
5
5
5
10
20
40
20/ea
20/ea
1/ea
5/ea
10/ea
15/ea
20/ea
10/ea
5
10
20
40
80
20/ea
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Controls

Name:

Date:

Initial:

5

Sunday, September 13, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Finish the testbot so that Kaylee and Clayton
can start working on Android programming
and getting used to the programming
environment while the main robot is being
constructed
Brainstorm ideas for the robot that will allow
us to perform well in the varying aspects of
this year’s competition

Name:

12:00-5:00

 The testbot was finished, allowing for
simple programming to get
accustomed to the environment,
controlling motors, etc.
 Driving up ramp
o Tri-wheels
 Two of them, or one
mounted in the middle
front of the robot
o Hook designed in the “Robot
In One Week” video
o Tank treads
 Collecting scoring items
o Surgical tubing roller system
 Hanging

Date:

Initial:

7

Tuesday, September 15, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Work with the Android Studio programs and
get a feel for the new programming
environment

 Clayton and Kaylee worked on
familiarizing themselves with the
Android development environment,
reading the tutorials provided by FTC
and analyzing the provided sample
code
 We cleaned up the garage so that we
can begin building the field elements
when our field arrives on Thursday

Clean up the garage for the incoming field

Name:

2:30-5:00

Date:

Initial:

9

Thursday September 17th, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Build the field

Name:

2:00-5:00

 We constructed the ramp portion of
the field along with the beacon so
that we could start testing our robot
as soon as possible

Date:

Initial:

11

Sunday September 20th, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Continue working with the Android
environment

 Clayton and Kaylee got the new team
recruit Carson started with working on
Android Studio so he could help with
programming
 We started researching camera
capabilities of the phones we’ll be
using for the competitions, seeing if
there is a way we could use them for
the colored beacons for autonomous

Research camera usage possibilities for
competition

Name:

12:00-5:00

Date:

Initial:

13

Tuesday September 22, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Get robot driving to begin testing

 We set up our phones to be teleopcapable and started driving the robot
for testing
 We found that with our current robot
we are able to drive up the low zone
of the mountain, but our wheels still
touch the floor

Testing the robot driving up the ramp

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Sunday September 27th, 2015
Tasks

12:00-5:00
Reflections

Rebuild the robot;

 Raised base to prevent from getting
stuck on churro bars
 Eventually we will construct a spinner
in the center of the bot to climb the
mountain
 We are able to drop the climbers into
the bin in autonomous
 We managed to compile the
programs into the ZTE phones

Attempt to download programs onto phones

Able to dump climbers
during autonomous

Name:

Date:

Initial:

We decided on chain
drive for now to
conserve space
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Tuesday September 29th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-4:30
Reflections

Construct a case for the IMU

 To ensure we don’t unnecessarily
break any electronics we used Creo to
model a case for the IMU to print
 We tested out the surgical tubing,
stuffing it with paper to see if we
could stiffen it a bit to make them
work better

Test different ideas for a collector mechanism

Creo models of the IMU case

Name:

Date:

Initial:

19

Thursday, October 1st, 2015
Tasks

2:30-4:30
Reflections

Start constructing the mechanism to dump
scoring elements into the ramp goals
Sketch up designs for a collector

 We mounted some 80/20 linear slides
that we will mount our bucket on
 We sketched a design for an element
collector; it will be constructed out of
lexan and be a simple, rectangular
holder for the sweepers to sweep the
scoring elements into. For simplicity’s
sake, rubber bands will be used to
close the “doors”

Rough sketch of collector

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Sunday October 4th, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Continue working on the collector mechanism

Mount the tri-wheel prototype on

Name:

12:00-5:00

Date:

 We attached a gear so that we could
mount the spinner to the robot
 We are currently using a motor but
will change to a continuous servo
 While we don’t currently have the triwheel functioning, we mounted the
prototype so we could get a feel for
the spacing for the electronics

Initial:

23

Sunday October 11th, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Construct the bin for the robot, as well as a
place for the electronics

 We used Lexan to construct the bin as
well as make a makeshift place to
keep the electronics until we find
something more secure
 We updated the tele-op program to
handle more motor controllers that
we will be using on the robot

Work on programming for the upcoming
scrimmage

Name:

12:00-4:30

Date:

Initial:

25

Wednesday, October 14th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Work on the bucket for collecting the scoring
elements
Diagram an autonomous program for
scrimmage

We continued working on the lexan
prototype bucket
 In order to score the most points with
what we’ve got to work with, we
diagrammed an autonomous program
that would drop the climbers in the
bucket and drive up the mountain


Our autonomous program for scrimmage. Right now it’s a simple program that drops off the climbers and then
drives up the ramp to score the maximum points possible with our current robot.

Name:

Date:

Initial:

Current state of our bucket: it will be made using lexan glass
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Friday, October 16th, 2016
Tasks

2:30-9:00
Reflections

Finish programming for the scrimmage

Attach the scoring bucket to the robot

Start a Creo drawing to work with for the robot

 We completed a tele-op program so
that we would be able to drive around
during competition. While we don’t
have a fully-fledged autonomous
program, we have something so that
we can make sure it works.
 We ran into unforeseen problems with
the placement of the bucket, and as a
result decided not to use it for
scrimmage.
 (images below)

Current drawing of robot’s base; ‘H’ design allows us to sweep balls in the front
and have more room to add onto later in the build

Name:

Date:

Initial:

Bucket collector; just a placeholder for competition, the
design will change.
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Saturday, October 17th, 2015
Tasks

7:00am-3:00pm
Reflections

Compete and observe

 [observations below]

Competition Observations

Game Period
Autonomous

User Control

End Game

Name:

Observations
 No one really had a fully functioning autonomous program; the
only team that did had a simple program that drove straight
into the other zone to score easy points.
 All the teams were at least able to drive around and push
scoring elements.
 Some people scored climbers in the buckets, which ended up
immensely boosting points, so that may be something to focus
on for the future
 Nobody could score elements in the buckets on the ramp
 A good deal of teams were able to stay on the low zone of the
ramp while still touching the ground, while only a few teams
were able to make it up to the mid zone
 This will likely be a large portion of points to focus on for the
future

Date:

Initial:
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Tuesday, October 20th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Replace the current wheels with 6” wheels

 We replaced the old 4” andymark
stealth wheels with 6” actobotics
wheels in hopes that it will allow us to
climb the ramp faster

We replaced the 4” wheels with 6” ones, which should make it easier
to climb the ramp during autonomous/tele-op

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Thursday, October 22, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Chain the wheels so they will be able to drive

 We attached the chains to the new 6”
wheels so that we’ll be able to test
how the new wheels work on the
ramp
 We constructed a prototype bin out of
cardboard to use for the dumper. It
holds the climbers tightly enough that
we won’t drop them, but has an
opening so that they fall through
when we want to drop them off.

Design a climber capsule to hold the climbers
that we will dump during autonomous

Chained drive

Name:

Date:

Initial:

Prototype Collector
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Sunday, October 25th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-4:30
Reflections

Create a tri-wheel prototype that will aid in
driving further up the mountain to score more
points

 We constructed a simple prototype
consisting of two c-channels that
rotates to hold the robot in place on
the ramp

Tri-wheel prototype consisting of two c-channels that
rotate on an axle on the front of the robot

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Sunday, November 1st, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Test the triwheel prototype to see how well we
can climb up the ramp

Strategize which aspects of the game are
easiest to score the amount of points so that
we can start focusing on those for the
competition

Name:

12:00-4:30

Date:

 When we tested the new prototype it
failed to work; we plan to test whether
this was due to a malfunctioning
motor or an error in the code
 (details below)

Initial:

Points Organization
Task
Climber in shelter
Park in beacon repair zone
Park in floor goal
Park on mountain, touching floor
Park on low mountain
Rescue Beacon
Park on mid mountain
Park on high mountain
Park on low mountain
Park on mountain, touching floor
Park on mid mountain
All clear signal
Pull up
Park on high mountain
Climbers in shelter
Debris in floor goal
Debris in low goal
Debris in mid goal
Debris in high goal
Climbers down zip line

Game Portion
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
Autonomous
End Game
End Game
End Game
End Game
End Game
End Game
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp
TeleOp

Difficulty (1-5)
1
1
1
1
2
4
4
5
1
1
3
5
5
5
1
1
3
4
5
2,5

Points
20/ea
5
5
5
10
20/ea
20
40
10
5
20
20/ea
80
40
10/ea
1/ea
5/ea
10/ea
15/ea
20/ea

Plans for Upcoming Competition
Autonomous

TeleOp

End Game

 Autonomous offers a lot of simple tasks that can be easily
accomplished to quickly rack up points during the competition
 Build-wise, we are currently able to complete a majority of the
autonomous tasks, barring the beacon and higher mountain zones. The
biggest hurdle is figuring out the new programming environment
 While we are currently looking for a way to score, tele-op does not
offer the most in the way of points. Scoring the two low climbers for an
easy 40 points is simple to accomplish, so we plan to be able to do that
at least to net those points.
 End game offers a lot of points, but the tasks to get the most points are
significantly harder to accomplish. As such, we’ve decided to hold off
on ones such as parking in the high zone and performing a pull up for
later competitions. It is much more point-efficient to focus on several
20 point tasks than one 80 point one.
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Tuesday, November 3rd, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Fix the problem with the triwheel prototype so
we can test it
Brainstorm and sketch ideas for a collector
mechanism to score debris with

 The problem ended up being a
mixture of a bad motor as well as an
error in the code.
 We came up with an idea for a
collector in which we utilize a design
similar to a box of soda cans. Debris
will enter through an opening in the
front, and the box will rotate to dump
them into the scoring bins

Collector
design similar
to that of a
soda can box
Box will rotate to
dumb debris into
scoring bins

Debris will enter the
collector through the
opening in the front

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Friday, November 6th, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Find a way to be able to drive higher up the
ramp to score a large amount of points

Fix the problem of our front wheels popping up
when climbing the mounting

Name:

2:30-6:00

Date:

 We mounted a second motor onto
the triwheel prototype to attempt to
get more power to pull us up the
ramp
o Attempt failed; triwheel
manages to hold robot, but
not pull up
 To get more traction, we wrapped the
back wheels with a non-slip mat
o Did not prove extremely useful
in climbing up the ramp
 Replace the front wheels with smaller
ones so that the robot leans forward
o Solution did not work; smaller
wheels do not work with
current robot spacing
 Put weight on the front of the robot

Initial:

43

Thursday, November 12th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Remount the electronics

 We remounted the electronics on the
robot so that we could start practicing
autonomous as soon as we’re ready
 (images below)

Diagram possible autonomous paths

Path 1

1

1. Starting at the wall, drive
towards the climber shelter

3

2. Dump climbers in shelter,
then head towards ramp
3. Park on ramp

Path #1

2
1

1

Path 2
1. Starting at the wall, drive
towards the climber shelter

3

2. Dump climbers in shelter,
2

then head towards ramp
3. Park on ramp

Name:

Path #2

Date:

Initial:
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Friday, November 13, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Drill lexan to mount the electronics to so we
can focus on testing autonomous programs

 We ended up removing the tri-wheel
prototype as it was not working out
well, and we needed space for the
electronics
 We found that having the surgical
tubing to give the wheels traction was
not working well; after removing it we
were able to drive up to the low zone
of the ramp without touching the
ground
 We ran into a problem with the motor
controllers where the motors would
reverse before they’d reached their
destination; we fixed this problem by
handling the stopping with the code
rather than using the electronics

Test the robot driving up the ramp

Test autonomous programs to score what
points we can tomorrow

Name:

2:30-12:00

Date:

Initial:

47

Saturday, November 14th, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Compete and obser

Name:

7:30-4:00



Date:

Initial:

49

Wednesday, November 18th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00

Reflections

Think of a way to climb up the ramp to score
more points during the game

 Based on matches during our first
competition, we saw that using tape
measure was a viable path to use.
 To fix the problems we saw, we plan
to utilize a spring to coil the tape
around and then have it launch onto
the bar to pull us up the ramp
 After watching various videos of FTC
matches as well as our own
competitions, we realized that there
are two paths we can take for a high
scoring robot: full end game or full
scoring
 As we do not currently have a solid
solution for scoring, we plan to focus
more on end game. This is also
beneficial because autonomous
includes many similar ways to score,
so we can gain even more points from
both portions of the game

Strategize a game plan to score the most
amount of points possible next competition

Goals for Next Competition
 Park on mid-high zone on ramp (both autonomous & end game)
 Consistently dump climbers into rescue shelter
 Score elements in the mid zone bucket

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Sunday, November 22, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Find a way to string our pulley system so that
it can be powered both ways

Prototype a mechanism that will pull our robot
up the ramp

Name:

12:00-5:00

Date:

 We took our old pulley system and
tested different ways, trying to see if
we could manage a way, but were not
able to do so yet
 We laid out the design of a linear slide
system that we could use to drag us
up the ramp, but found that it would
not fit within our current specs with
what we have/plan to have

Initial:

53

Tuesday, November 24, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Construct a prototype mechanism to roll the
tape measure

Name:

12:00-5:00

 We constructed a mechanism that
uses driven wheels to wind up the
tape measure.
o After trying to wind it through
two of the 6” wheels, we
realized that there was too
much friction to allow the tape
to move.

Date:

Initial:
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Tuesday, December 1st, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Finish constructing the mechanism to shoot
the tape measure onto the ramp
Test dragging mechanism

 [pictures below]
 When we tested the mechanism on
the ramp, the tape measure was
pulled out and down to the ground
o To fix this problem we are
going to try to encase the
back of the mechanism so that
the tape measure does not fall
out.

Testing prototype mechanism on actual ramp

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Thursday, December 3rd, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Finalize the prototype climber mechanism

 To Fix the problems we were having
with the tape unraveling prematurely,
we attached a C-channel behind the
spools

Doubled up tape measure
to prevent bending

Finished prototype

Name:

Top view of prototype

Date:

Initial:

C-channel mounted
behind spools to prevent
unraveling
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Sunday, December 6, 2015
Tasks

Reflections

Construct the new base to use
Remake the spinner mechanism

Brainstorm ways to be able to bulldoze scoring
elements during the autonomous period

Name:

12:00-5:00

Date:

 We changed our original drive train to
use gear instead of chain
 We altered the spinner to use straight
lines of surgical tubing rather than
loops; this will allows elements to be
more easily swept out of the way
 Utilize the spinners during
autonomous to sweep the elements
out of the way as we go
 Construct a flat surface to go in front
of the wheels to prevent elements
from blocking up the drive

Initial:
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Tuesday, December 8, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Discuss strategy for Saturday’s competition

 For this competition, we plan to have
a robot that is versatile and will be
able to score in a variety of ways
during autonomous and end game
 As a result we will not be able to score
as many points during user control,
but the points offered by end game
and autonomous are significant
enough to offset that loss
 We mounted a piece of PVC to a bar
and mounted that to a servo, so that
we’ll have more control over the angle
of the tape measure as it goes out

Alter the hooking mechanism so that we will
be able to change the angle of the hook

Bar mounted to
servo pulls
measuring tape
up and down to
change angle

Top view of alteration
Alteration to hooking system

Name:

Date:

Initial:

63

Thursday, December 10th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-5:00
Reflections

Mount the newly created spinner
Finish mounting plate for electronics and
begin mounting tape measure winch system

 [pictures below]
 ““

Mounted electronics

Name:

Date:

Initial:
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Friday, December 11th, 2015
Tasks

2:30-10:00
Reflections

Fix gear train for winch system

Find a way to be able to secure robot onto the
ramp during competition

 While we were working on the winch
we realized we originally mounted the
gear train backwards so that it was
being geared for speed, not torque as
we wanted. We fixed this problem so
that we would be able to pull
ourselves up
 We added a locking mechanism to the
robot so that we can lock ourselves
into place on the ramp while

Winch system
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Aluminati Business Plan
Purpose
To earn sufficient funding for the team for the 2015-2016 FTC season, to provide for
registration fees, materials for components of the field and robot, as well as any
commodities for the team including, but not limited to, travel, food and drink, and extra
shirts.
Goal
We hope to raise $1,500 by November, which we expect will be sufficient to cover the
cost of our parts and expenditures for competitions prior to state. Beyond that, we hope
to raise an additional $1,000 for competing in the states championship, including our
entry fee as well as travel and hotel. Looking past states, we expect that we will need to
raise about $9000 dollars to cover our cost for Super-Regionals and Worlds.
How we will achieve our goal





Approach various businesses with proposals for sponsorships in return for
advertising their business
o E.g. Applying for the PTC $1,000.00 grant for CAD Design
Sell newspapers at Tropicana Field
Build cornhole boards for Williams Syndrome Changing Lives Foundation

Projected Expenditures
League Fee
State Entry Fee
Hotel for States
Field Construction
Motors
Custom Parts
Travel
Miscellaneous Parts
Food/Drinks
Electronics
Super Regional Fee
Super Regional Travel & Hotel
World Fee
Total

Projected Costs
$130
$150
$900
$450
$100
$100
$75
$75
$100
$150
$500
$4200
$4650
$11,780.00

Projected Income
Fundraising
20%

Grants
40%

Donations
40%

Fundraising

Donations

Grants

Projected Expenses
Other
15%

Team Fees
25%

Food/Travel
10%

Robot
50%

Other

Robot

Food/Travel

Team Fees

